
 

 

ENGLISH HOMEWORK 

Second Grade “A” 

Teacher Jose 

Week: 

               October 16th-20th 2017 

 

 

Dear students and parents: 

    Our English exam will be this Friday October 20th.  Here in class we will work in 

the study guide. You will answer different exercises to review and take home to 

study. Below is the list of objectives that will be in the evaluation: 

 

 Use and write correctly the vocabulary from units 1 and 2:  

actions Outdoor 

activities 

School objects prepositions playground 

coloring jump rope pencil behind swing 

gluing kick a soccer 

ball 

book between monkey bars 

listening play basketball eraser next to seesaw 

playing play on the 

slide 

sharpener in front of slide 

reading ride a bike scissors   

writing skate backpack   

jumping skateboarding ruler   

  colors   

 

10 ten 60 sixty 

20 twenty 70 seventy 

30 thirty 80 eighty 

40 forty 90 ninety 

50 fifty 100 one-hundred 

 Identify and write the numbers from 1 to 100, 10 by 10:  

 

 

STUDY GUIDE 



 

 

 Write sentences about what you like and don’t like. E.g. 

I like I don’t like 

I like to jump rope. I don’t like to play soccer. 

I like to play basketball. I don’t like to skate. 

 Look for examples in your notebook and books page (15, 17, 18, 24, 

25) 

 

 

 Writes verb to be with contractions simple present. E.g.  

verb to be contraction 

He is He’s 

She is she’s 

They are They’re 

Look for examples in your notebook and book pages (3, 5, 7, 13)  

 Uses the articles “A/AN”.  E.g.  

It’s an apple.  

It’s a book. 

Look for examples in your notebook. 

 

 Uses singular and plural verbs in simple present tense. E.g.  

I play soccer.  

He plays soccer.  

Look for examples in your notebook and book pages (15, 17, 24, 25) 

 

 Uses the verbs +ing correctly. E.g. 

Look for examples in your book pages (3, 5, 7, 12, 13)  

  

He is playing soccer. 

She is coloring a picture. 

They are reading a book. 

He is writing numbers. 



 

 

 

This is a list of the verbs we practiced. 

verb verb + ing 

play playing 

use using 

color coloring 

count counting 

cut cutting 

glue gluing 

listen listening 

talk talking 

write writing 

read reading 

 

 


